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Summary
In the United Kingdom, the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence make
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recommendations to guide the local-level selection and implementation of adult
behavioural weight management interventions (BWMIs) which lack specificity. The
reporting of BWMIs is generally poorly detailed, resulting in difficulties when com-
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paring effectiveness, quality and appropriateness for participants. This non-standard-
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ized reporting makes meta-analysis of intervention data impossible, resulting in
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vague guidance based on weak evidence, reinforcing the urgent need for consistency
and detail within BWMI description. STAR-LITE - a 4-section, 119-item standardized
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adult BWMI reporting template - was developed and tested using a two-phase pro-
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management RCTs and currently implemented UK BWMI mapping information to

cess. After initial design, the template was piloted using adult behavioural weight
further refine the template and examine current reporting and variance. Overall,
reporting quality of weight management RCTs was poor, and large variance across
different components of real-world BWMIs was observed. Non-specific guidance
and wide variation in adult BWMIs are likely linked to inadequate RCT reporting
quality and the inability to perform reliable comparisons of data. Future use of STARLITE would facilitate the consistent, detailed reporting of adult BWMIs, supporting
their evaluation and comparison, to ultimately inform effective policy and improve
weight management practice.
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I N T RO DU CT I O N

reporting styles of intervention delivery, in terms of a lack of detail
and uniformity - health intervention descriptive reports are often

Behavioural weight management interventions (BWMIs), employed in
1

incomplete and widely varying in structure.7,8 The consistent

an attempt to tackle rising obesity prevalence in adults, aim to facili-

reporting of BWMIs within both research trial and real-world settings

tate weight loss through intervening on three main topics - diet, physi-

is crucial for successful evaluation. The homogeneous, high-quality

cal activity and behavioural change.

reporting of BWMI descriptions would facilitate accurate evaluations
of interventions within systematic reviews and meta-analyses - findings of which could inform policy and ultimately improve current clini-

1.1 | Intervention guidance and barriers to
commissioning

cal practice. Further, consequential resource wastage (ie, time and
finances) by the implementation of ineffective interventions following
vague recommendations could be mitigated by stronger guidelines.

In the United Kingdom, commissioners of these ‘Tier 2’ multicomponent behavioural interventions have identified a ‘lack of clear
guidance’, indicating that current National Institute for Health and
Care Excellence (NICE) best practice guidelines are too broad to effec-

1.2 | Intervention reporting frameworks and
templates - development and feedback

tively assist local-level BWMI selection.2 NICE recommendations aim
to direct the delivery of high-quality, effective BWMIs, but the

Robust frameworks exist within clinical research, created to guide inter-

supporting evidence - a meta-analysis and systematic review compar-

vention description; tackle low reporting quality within RCTs8; avoid

3,4

- failed to reliably differentiate

biased reporting of trials9; and address issues of reporting inconsistency

between the most effective and ineffective components for weight

(which consequentially hamper comparison efforts), to ultimately facili-

loss. Authors cited paucity of data and inadequate descriptions of

tate better-informed decisions by policy makers.10 Numerous tools

BWMIs as barriers to evaluation and, following this, NICE collated a

have attempted to improve the overall poor quality of description

list of ‘knowledge gaps’ where evidence lacked, including:

within published interventions, present possibly due to little awareness

ing weight management RCTs

5

amongst researchers of what constituted adequate reporting.11 Trans• A lack of trials directly comparing BWMIs in the United
Kingdom
• A lack of evidence on which specific components of a BWMI
ensure effectiveness

parency from authors is encouraged by ‘checklists’, provided for
reporters to follow as guides - however, most tools do not attempt to
standardize reporting structure,8,9,11,12 allowing great variation in content reported. For example, the SPIRIT 2013 Statement (Standard Pro-

• A lack of evidence on the effect of sexual orientation; disability;

tocol Items: Recommendations for Intervention Trials)12 presented a list

religion; place of residence; occupation; education; socioeco-

of minimum items to be addressed within clinical trial protocols, but

nomic position; and social capital on the effectiveness of

does not control for variation in depth-of-detail within intervention

BWMIs and analysis of participants by age and gender

descriptions. As reporting guidance has developed, more discipline-spe-

• A lack of evidence as to whether any particular type of training
for practitioners leads to more effective BWMIs

cific tools have been created - for example, CONSORT-SPI 2018, an
extension of CONSORT 2010, expanded on several items to develop
checklist relevance for social and psychological RCTs13 - but a lack of

UK weight management mapping efforts have identified consider-

highly specific reporting recommendations for BWMIs persists.

able variation across nationally implemented BWMIs, with indications

Clinical BWMIs commonly do not publish all outcome or delivery

that widespread uncertainty regarding best practice amongst those

information explicitly and there is an absence of consistency in

who select interventions for use at local-level is the likely cause.2,6

reporting styles between those that have, limiting accuracy of compari-

The reports highlighted the large inconsistency of outcome reporting

sons. In 2009, the National Obesity Observatory created the ‘Standard

by BWMIs,6 with authors identifying the absence of standardized

Evaluation Framework for Weight Management Interventions’, a pro-

reporting as problematic for data analysis due to heterogeneity.2

ject aiming to facilitate future intervention evaluation.14 A revised ver-

At present, there are no participant-specific gold standard

sion and online data-collection tool (where intervention leads could

BWMIs.7 Given the wide variation between currently implemented

submit delivery data to the Public Health England database) was pro-

interventions,2,6 the placement of participants into appropriately tai-

duced in 2018, informed by regionally gathered feedback on the earlier

lored BWMIs is crucial to maximize individual success. To adequately

edition from relevant users, that is, BWMI commissioners, providers

support informed decision-making regarding the provision of such

and researchers.15 A prominent issue with this tool was the general

care, evidence-based guidelines must be drawn from robust analyses

non-specificity of items included - allowing opportunity for variation in

of data. To facilitate accurate assessments of intervention effective-

responses. Similar to intervention mapping and NICE guidance knowl-

ness and identification of the most beneficial components for specific

edge gaps, the Standard Evaluation Framework document cited a need

participants, delivery information and outcome reporting must be

for high-quality evidence regarding BWMI effectiveness. The National

clear, complete and transparent for the readers. A prominent barrier

Obesity Observatory recommended that to further support Standard

to drawing reliable comparisons between BWMIs lies within general

Evaluation

Framework

implementation,

standardized

reporting
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templates for BWMIs should be created which would specifically assist

mapping reports,2,6,15 NICE guidance and related commissioner feed-

the expansion of the current evidence-base of BWMIs and support rig-

back5,15 - to identify the key components required for detailed cap-

orous evaluations of effectiveness.

ture of BWMI delivery data (Table 1). Template creation intended to
complement a pre-defined core outcome set for BWMI reporting,19
whilst aiming to address gaps in NICE knowledge5 and areas of uncer-

1.3

|

Aims of the current paper

tainty via specific item inclusion.

Despite existing tools, reporting quality across weight management
interventions remains poor, persistently limiting the effectiveness of

2.2

|

Phase 2 - piloting

comparisons within research and causing authors to call for standardized guidance on reporting.16-18 In order to improve overall BWMI

The template was piloted using spreadsheet software for ease-of-

reporting quality with regard to consistency, clarity and completeness,

data-entry and analysis (Microsoft Excel 2016). Three types of BWMI

an effective and specific solution must be offered. In 2020, a compre-

reporting data were gathered:

hensive, 24-item 'core outcome and corresponding definition/instrument set' gathered using expert consensus was published to improve

• Eleven completed, anonymized Scottish mainland health board

BWMI outcome reporting.19 This list of outcomes (defining which

Tier 2 BWMI provision surveys with the original purpose of

should be measured and how) aimed to resolve uncertainty in decision

investigating BWMI variation6

making by presenting BWMI outcome information equally across all

• Twenty-eight published RCTs7,28-53 (representing 39 individu-

interventions. The current paper describes the development and

ally-piloted behavioural intervention arms) were identified from

piloting of a template for the standardized descriptive reporting of

the systematic review investigating the clinical effectiveness of

adult BWMIs, to complement this core outcome set. Readily available

long-term BWMIs conducted to inform NICE Tier 2 guidance4

descriptive data for BWMIs is predominantly from lab-based trials or

• Nine anonymized national BWMI reports, freely submitted

research settings, which may not entirely reflect that of clinical inter-

(from 2011 onwards) by respective organizations via the Public

ventions.20,21 Moreover, this information is found within individual

Health England obesity evaluation Standard Evaluation Frame-

papers and must be deconstructed by readers without a consistently

work data collection tool and archived within the National Obe-

encouraged reporting style or structure. Therefore, the current tem-

sity Observatory intervention database22

plate will be designed for both clinical BWMIs and behavioural weight
management RCTs that are implemented in a real-world setting. Tem-

Specific inclusion and exclusion criteria for piloted interventions

plate piloting will provide insight into the current variation and

are detailed in Table 2. BWMI data extraction was undertaken by one

reporting quality seen in both, respectively.

researcher. Data was systematically entered into the spreadsheet
intervention-by-intervention.
Data gathered were used to refine item inclusion and wording,

2

METHODS

|

depending on the item's ability to encourage consistent answer specificity with minimal ambiguity. The same researcher analysed reporting

Utilizing a team approach (L.H., R.M.M., L.J.E., S.A.S., J.L.), the tem-

quality in currently available RCTs (examined through reporting fre-

plate was designed and developed with expertise from areas of obe-

quency and depth-of-description of template-specific items) and vari-

sity and weight management, BWMI implementation, psychology and

ance across real-world BWMIs (relating to delivery-styles and

social care research. Design methodology was planned as a two-phase

components) by comparing collected data.

process.

3
2.1

|

RE SU LT S

|

Phase 1 - initial template design
STAR-LITE (STAndardized Reporting of adult behaviouraL weight man-

This phase was designed to produce a preliminary list of items within

agement InTerventions to aid Evaluation), a BWMI reporting template

an initial template draft, which was generated by one researcher and

(Table S1) was divided into four sections - ‘Referral Pathway’; ‘Interven-

individually checked by the research team. Available research similar

tion Delivery’; ‘Intervention Components’ and ‘Costing’, inclusive of 38

in the aim of guiding intervention reporting was examined using

main items with corresponding sub-questions (119 items in total).

online

database

search

engines

(PubMed,

Google

Scholar,

ScienceDirect) to identify items for inclusion within the reporting template. Reference lists of relevant papers were hand-searched for

3.1

|

Phase 1 - initial template design

related papers to examine.
The initial design phase brought together several published
resources - including similar reporting tools,11,15,22-24 intervention

The template included conditional, multiple choice and free-text
answers as modes of data-capture.
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TABLE 1

Resources used to inform and shape initial template design

1. Template for intervention description and replication (TIDieR) checklist and guide11
• Items provided a basis for initial template draft to be built upon
• For example, ‘what’, ‘who’, ‘how’, ‘where’
• Layout inspected
2. NICE best practice guidelines for BWMIs5
• Examined to inform template design and for potential items of inclusion with respect to variation in interventions and areas of uncertainty
within reporting
3. Standard Evaluation Framework25
• Examined for potential items of inclusion with respect to areas of uncertainty within reporting and variation in interventions
• For example, ‘essential’ and ‘desirable’ criteria for evaluating a BWMI
4. Standard Evaluation Framework feedback report15
• Examined to inform template design with respect to variation in interventions, areas of uncertainty within reporting and barriers to uptake
• Provided recommendation for standardized data collection tool
5. Two-part NICE-affiliated review of current BWMI evidence3,4
• Comparisons made within the review used as the basis for NICE BWMI guidance (part 1a and part 1b) informed item inclusion
• For example, ‘delivery style’, ‘delivery mode’ and intervention content
6. Scottish Tier 2 BWMI mapping survey6
• Examined for potential items of inclusion, seeking to improve on potential areas of non-specificity relevant to intervention reporting
• Layout inspected
7. Public Health England BWMI mapping report2
• Provided recommendation for standardized data collection tool
• Feedback within mapping report informed important items of inclusion
• For example, ‘costing’
8. Standard Evaluation Framework online data collection tool22 created by the National Obesity Observatory to allow the collection of intervention
summary data by practitioners
• Items within the data collection tool were examined for potential inclusion, seeking to improve on potential areas of non-specificity relevant to
intervention reporting
• For example, ‘dietary data collected’, ‘physical activity data collected’
9. The Coventry, Aberden and London - Refined (CALO-RE) taxonomy24
• Identified and considered for integration within the template to record behaviour change techniques (BCTs) used within interventions
10. Taxonomy of BCTs used in interventions26
• Identified and considered for integration within the template to record BCTs used within interventions
11. The Oxford Food and Activity Behaviours (OxFAB) taxonomy27
• Identified and considered for integration within the template to record BCTs used within interventions
12. Consensus on Exercise Reporting Template (CERT)23
• Examined to inform item inclusion for physical activity component description
• For example, type of physical activity involved, generalized or personalized physical activity

The ‘Referral Pathway’ section was designed to capture information regarding how participants entered the intervention, eligibil-

delivering the intervention in a real-world setting (and not including
research costs).

ity criteria, referral staff and timescale between referral and active

Initially, a simple check-list style reporting method was

weight loss phase participation. ‘Intervention Delivery’ included geo-

implemented for the description of behaviour change technique (BCT)

graphical data (ie, total area covered by the intervention, number of

inclusion using the CALO-RE taxonomy.24 Upon review, it was

bases), delivery setting (ie, primary care, community-based), staff

decided that a simple ‘tick-box’ data collection approach elicited mini-

involved and number of sessions (in active weight loss phases and

mal detail other than presence or absence of each BCT, and STAR-

self-defined weight maintenance phases). The third section, ‘Inter-

LITE was refined to require additional delivery information for each

vention Components’, dealt with intervention content - specifically,

technique. As mentioned by the CONSORT statement, rigid reporting

the type of dietary, physical activity and behavioural advice deliv-

guidelines may unintentionally encourage interventions to report ficti-

ered. Questions also aimed to capture whether or not diet and phys-

tious information.9 As such, users were given a trichotomous ‘yes’,

ical activity were monitored, and how. The final section - ‘Costing’ -

‘no’ or ‘unsure’ option when reporting technique presence. Identified

concerned BWMI financial information, specifically the costs for

via Scottish weight management provision mapping, an area of
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T A B L E 2 Inclusion and exclusion criteria for BWMIs used during
template piloting phase

3.3

|

Referral pathway

Most real-world BWMIs involved self-referral or healthcare profes-

Inclusion criteria

sional referral (ie, GP, nurse) and were open to participants ≥18 years,

Fully completed evaluation (National Obesity Observatory BWMI
only)

of any gender and ethnicity.
Items related to referral personnel (ie, staff or self-referral) and eligi-

Delivered in any setting (ie, community/commercial/primary care/
online)

bility criteria were generally well reported by RCTs - of all 39 individually

Long-term follow-up of ≥12 months (RCTs only)

reported intervention arms, 37 reported the referral pathway method (ie,

Participants classified as overweight or obese (BMI of ≥25 kg/m2
and ≥30 kg/m2, respectively, or a BMI of ≥23 kg/m2 in Asian
populations) or ≥80% of intervention arm was overweight/obese
(RCTs only)

‘self-referral’ in response to for example, advertisement flyers; healthcare
professional referral). Thirty-eight intervention arms reported specific
inclusion criteria, 36 reported exclusion criteria and 29 reported pre-participation assessment methods. Few interventions reported the duration

Real-life clinical or research-based BWMI, applicable to transfer
into an NHS setting

between referral and active weight loss phase initiation (n = 9) or whether
incentives for attending the intervention were offered (n = 14).

Provision of care for participants ≥18 years only
Structured, sustained multicomponent BWMI (diet, physical
activity, behavioural therapy)

3.4

Exclusion criteria
RCT control conditions detailing no intervention; information-only;
one-off sessions for discussion with or without issuing of leaflets;
‘usual care’

|

Intervention delivery

Real-world BWMIs displayed large variance across delivery and setting,
with both group-based and 1-to-1 sessions delivered within primary care

Participants that are pregnant/with disordered eating/with preexisting medical condition (ie, diabetes, heart failure, uncontrolled
hypertension or angina) (RCTs only)

(eg, general practices, hospitals), leisure centres and workplaces, amongst

Use of surgery or medication for weight loss (RCTs only)

and duration (between 15 and 90 minutes). Wide variation was seen in

Focus on other lifestyle change (ie, smoking cessation/reduction of
alcohol intake)

descriptions of weight maintenance phases, and implementation of these

Non-reporting of a measure of weight loss (RCTs only)

all. Real-world interventions varied widely in the type of staff employed

others. Active weight loss phase sessions varied in total number (generally between 4 and 15 sessions), frequency (mostly weekly or fortnightly)

sessions differed in frequency, intensity and delivery mode, if present at

Note: Inclusion and exclusion criteria for BWMI used for piloting. RCT-only
criteria adapted from NICE guidance supporting paper.3,4

(eg, healthcare or physical activity professionals, intervention-trained laypeople) and staff training standards.
Delivery descriptions were reported by all 39 individual RCT

suggested further investigation was ‘how, where and by whom’ indi-

interventions but varied greatly in depth of detail. Most indicated total

vidual BCTs were delivered.6 Thus, the final template required users

number of sessions, delivery method and average session duration,

to report frequency of and during which intervention week(s) each

with higher-quality interventions describing in detail session fre-

technique was delivered, how the technique was delivered, and

quency, number of participants permitted in group-based sessions (if

details of staff involved.

applicable) and delivery setting. Five RCTs specifically indicated a
weight maintenance phase but definitions varied, usually with few
contact sessions.31,32,44,46,48 All 39 intervention arms reported some

3.2

|

Phase 2 - piloting

form of staff description, ranging from identification of the job title
only to role details; 22 of these noted specific staff training details.

Descriptive BWMI data were recorded during template piloting
(Table S2). Real-world BWMI reports were examined for areas of variation; RCTs were examined for reporting frequency (quantified within

3.5

|

Intervention components

Tables S3 and S4) and general description quality (in terms of depthDietary advice varied widely across real-world BWMIs. ‘Healthy eat-

of-detail) within template items.
Multiple choice and free-text items allowing large response varia-

ing’ guidance (eg, Eatwell Guide) was commonly referenced, although

tion were amended to conditional answer format. Almost all multiple-

application of other advice (eg, prescribed eating plans, macronutrient

choice items were revised to contain additional answer options

recommendations) varied. Components ranged from non-supervised

according to the most commonly encountered data and variation in

sessions optionally carried out by participants, to weekly 45-

intervention description.

60 minutes sessions delivered by a trained instructor. Both were gen-

Overall, real-world BWMIs and RCTs fit well into STAR-LITE during piloting, aside from ‘Costing’ (as only one intervention paper

34

reported financial information) and BCT reporting through CALORE24 (as few made use of a recognized taxonomy).

erally self-monitored via diaries. BCT application varied but most
included ‘goal setting’ and ‘motivational interviewing’.
Of the 39 RCT intervention arms, 33 reported BCTs employed, however, only 5 - from one paper37 - used a recognized BCT taxonomy.26
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Description in the remaining 28 interventions varied from ‘behavioural

types may lead to more weight loss. NICE recommends that staff are

change’ to lists of several techniques used. Thirty-six intervention arms

trained prior to intervention implementation and professional staff

mentioned some form of dietary advice delivered to participants; depth

development sessions are delivered throughout, but fails to make spe-

of detail ranged from ‘balanced diet based on healthy-eating principles' to

cific qualification recommendations. Therefore, an item included

comprehensive instructions (ie, calorie recommendations, meal replace-

within the template required the description of staff, their qualifica-

ment items). Twenty of these indicated the staff responsible for deliver-

tions and experience - details commonly ill-defined within weight

ing dietary advice (including, eg, ‘trained dietitian’, ‘therapist’, ‘intervention

management RCT reporting, as shown within piloting.

leader’). Thirty-five intervention arms mentioned the physical activity

Taxonomies are a recognized method to assist the reporting of

advice delivered - description varied from brief outlines of the benefits of

(typically complex) behaviour change interventions and their applied

physical activity to details of duration, frequency, type and location. Fif-

BCTs.24,54,55 Techniques are coded by a corresponding number which

teen RCT interventions reported supervised physical activity sessions,

can be reported by those who deliver them, facilitating increased clar-

only 11 of which specifically detailed delivery by an exercise professional.

ity and transparency within intervention reporting.56 Without the use

Descriptions were unclear as to whether staff were qualified physical

of a taxonomy, the same BCT could be described by separate inter-

activity instructors, as per NICE guidelines.5 Physical activity and dietary

ventions in many different ways, causing issue for the comparison of

monitoring were reported by 26 and 28 interventions, respectively.

results. For this reason, and due to the challenges of accurate BCT
replication within research, CONSORT recommends utilizing a recognized BCT taxonomy to increase clarity and transparency within inter-

3.6

|

vention reporting.56 By incorporating a widely-used BCT taxonomy,24

Costs

behavioural components can be more accurately described, quantified
Costing information could not be adequately collected due to absence

and their presence or absence compared with other interventions.

of description across all data sources. Three RCT interventions, from

STAR-LITE was designed to capture all relevant BWMI delivery

one paper,34 reported estimated costs per participant as estimated by

data (prompting for information that was found to be frequently non-

‘the total annual costs of the intervention (per RCT condition), divided

reported through piloting), whilst aiming for minimal misinterpretation

by the total number of participants in the group with measured body

via clear and simple language. Uniformly reported data is encouraged

mass index at 12 months’.

through minimal use of free-text answer options. Free-text answers
were permitted for items that could not be adequately detailed using
standard multiple-choice answers - here, word counts are suggested

4

|

DISCUSSION

to avoid over- and under-reporting between interventions and thus
reduce more possible variance. To reduce administration time where

We have used multiple intervention mapping exercises, NICE and Stan-

possible, simple data collection techniques (ie, multiple-choice ‘tick-

dard Evaluation Framework practice guidelines and previously designed

box’ answers; conditional question and answer formatting) attempted

reporting frameworks5,15,25 to identify and select the critical items

to lower user burden, thus increasing the likelihood of compliance

required to adequately report BWMIs for the purposes of future analy-

across different BWMI organizations. STAR-LITE was initially based

sis, creating STAR-LITE. Through consideration of high-quality, evi-

on the predominantly free-text answer questionnaire used for Tier 2

dence-based tools and pre-existing evidence of a need for a specific

and 3 Scottish weight management mapping,6 which took nine health

11,24

BWMI reporting tool, a robust template was produced.

A lack of

boards each an estimated 1 hour to complete. The average time for

clear guidance regarding intervention specification was identified as a

STAR-LITE completion (a larger, more comprehensive tool) by a

barrier to the commissioning of BWMIs.2 Effective recommendations

knowledgeable intervention lead is estimated to be 1-1.5 hours, given

can only be made in the presence of well-reported RCTs - transparent

the large reduction in free-text answer options and increased use of

descriptions of which are needed to inform the evidence-base of ‘what

closed answers, comparatively. The template was designed to be com-

works’ for specific participants, thus shaping real-world BWMIs. STAR-

pleted once, updated with any intervention changes, and published as

LITE was designed to complement a comprehensive list of core out-

an appendix to the corresponding intervention paper as a distinct doc-

comes, developed through expert consensus, that should be reported

ument detailing BWMI delivery information.

by both weight management trials and real-world interventions to facilitate comparisons of intervention effectiveness.19

STAR-LITE was structured for simplicity of use - key areas and
subsequent items were arranged in chronological order from initial
referral to intervention cessation.

4.1 | Phase 1 - initial template design: resources
and process

4.2 | Phase 2 - piloting: variation, reporting quality
and template refinement

STAR-LITE was developed to allow investigation into knowledge gaps
identified by NICE through specific item inclusion.5 For example, evi-

Piloting had two main purposes - to inform template development

dence surrounding practitioner training is lacking, in relation to which

and to test STAR-LITE efficacy in data collection from both publicly
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implemented clinical and research-trial interventions, ensuring appli-

albeit less specific tools to increase reporting quality exist within

cability across a range of BWMIs. Data collected via piloting offered

research in different formats, for example, checklists and frame-

the opportunity to observe differences in reporting frequency and

works. STAR-LITE is complementary to such resources, which have

quality across currently published BWMIs.

tool-specific advantages but lack the explicit structuring required to

Through piloting we have observed that overall, behavioural

consistently facilitate uniformed descriptive delivery reporting from

weight management RCT delivery descriptions generally lack consis-

BWMIs in both research and clinical settings. For example, CON-

tency or intervention component detail. For example, BCTs (despite

SORT-SPI 2018 is a checklist that guides reporting specifically for

being fundamental to BWMIs) are poorly described without taxon-

social and psychological intervention trials over 26 different items.13

omy use; minimal session- or staff-specific information is provided;

‘Item 5a’ encourages reporters to describe intervention delivery but

and there is a lack of clear description of the dietary and physical

does not specifically prescribe structure for these descriptions, all-

activity components. ‘Costing’ was the most poorly reported section,

owing opportunity for variation between reporters. Similarly, the

yet financial data would assist cost-effective intervention selection

SPIRIT 2013 checklist for clinical trials reminds the reporter to

when healthcare budgets are restricted. RCTs used were originally

describe interventions ‘with sufficient detail to allow replication’ in

gathered for the development of NICE guidelines, which made this

‘item 11a’.12 Here, STAR-LITE can be referred to - completed tem-

resource a high-quality, informative snapshot of trial reporting.

plates can be presented as an appendix to corresponding interven-

Template piloting highlighted large variation in current clinical

tion papers, covering these items without additional reporter

BWMIs - allowed by non-specific NICE guidance - across many

workload. These appendices would be ready-made catalogues of

delivery factors (ie, setting, total number and duration of sessions,

intervention information for those who require it, saving BWMI

staff employed) and components (eg, advice delivered, presence of

leads time when delivery descriptions are needed. Additionally,

supervised physical activity, BCTs used). Notably, areas of large vari-

although STAR-LITE contains 119 items in total (38 primary items

ation were usually those poorly reported within RCTs. Wide varia-

with related sub-questions), the use of conditional answer format-

tion is likely to persist without clear, precise BWMI delivery

ting means that not all questions will be relevant to every interven-

guidelines - development of which would be aided by widespread

tion. In future, the development of an electronic form would

use of STAR-LITE to facilitate uniformed reporting by all BWMIs

facilitate faster completion and simpler maintenance, further reduc-

and support reliable comparisons of data.

ing time-to-complete. Electronic storage of the template would

Reporting standards of clinical data were heavily reliant on the

allow simple upkeep by intervention personnel.

specificity of each original collection tool - as such, reporting quality

To maintain relevance and acceptability over time, flexibility of

could not be discussed in comparable depth to RCTs. Non-specificity

design is crucial for STAR-LITE due to the developing nature of weight

of items allows for wide interpretation as to which details to include,

management research. For example, dietary advice has varied signifi-

in what quantity. In light of this, items included within the template

cantly in the past decade. Within the next 10 years, presently offered

were highly specific, with larger questions divided into sub-questions

multiple-choice answer options (eg, ‘intermittent fasting’, 'low carbo-

to elicit short, distinct answers. Additionally, within real-world BWMI

hydrate diet') may become irrelevant, obsolete and discarded from

reports, clinical personnel commonly left answers blank. ‘Missing’

BWMIs, replaced by novel components not yet examined. In future,

answers could carry different meaning depending on the reporter,

this will require STAR-LITE reappraisal and review in line with devel-

which may confuse research efforts. Unfortunately, in certain inter-

oping research - changes may be necessary to ensure continuous and

ventions, blank answers may have actually indicated ‘non-inclusion’

complete, high-quality reporting. Regularly scheduled reviews of tem-

rather than non-reporting of included components - without the use

plate design will ensure that constant and accurate capture of relevant

of a specific, well-detailed reporting template it was difficult to ascer-

intervention data is within the capabilities of STAR-LITE. Again, devel-

tain which. In future, an electronic version of STAR-LITE could be for-

oping STAR-LITE to exist as an e-reporting tool - the products of

matted to force completion through data entry before progression to

which could be cited by intervention personnel and linked within

the next item.

papers to direct readers - would facilitate this, by allowing formatting
to be modified over time as interventions evolve.
STAR-LITE will be rolled out for use by all BWMIs to facilitate

4.3 | Possible barriers to uptake and
recommendations for future

detailed reporting of intervention delivery information for evaluationpurposes. Widespread STAR-LITE completion by many intervention
teams would result in comprehensive, openly available sets of BWMI

Creating a new and widely accepted tool is not without hurdles.

delivery data for analysis within future research efforts. We encour-

Intervention personnel, likely already pressured by time constraints,

age interventions to highlight their use of STAR-LITE within publica-

may not see the benefit of devoting up to 1.5 hours to STAR-LITE

tion materials in order to spread awareness and knowledge about this

completion. However, the template was designed to be completed

good practice, thus increasing future uptake by others. Submission of

once (and reviewed with any intervention changes) but will subse-

user feedback and comments to support the future development of

quently reduce the workload of future users and reduce the possibil-

STAR-LITE would also be encouraged to assist STAR-LITE formatting

ity of erroneous data extraction by external researchers. Similar,

reviews.
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C O N CL U S I O N

STAR-LITE, a specifically designed, developed and tested template,
could encourage a higher standard of reporting across adult BWMIs
than is currently seen. With effective, evidence-based directions for
implementation resulting from robust meta-analysis of data, realworld BWMIs tailored to specific populations would successfully
reduce participant obesity prevalence.
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